ESSR
European Society of Musculoskeletal Radiology
COOPERATION WITH NATIONAL MSK SOCIETIES
ESSR is offering the full benefits for members of your national musculoskeletal
society/group:
- Representation of musculoskeletal radiology on a European level
- Reduced member registration fees at the Annual Meetings of the Society
- Free online access to "Seminars in Musculoskeletal Radiology" (Thieme) in the MyUserArea
- ESSR Newsletters
- Special subscription rates (printed and/or online) for "Skeletal Radiology" (Springer)
- Special subscription rates (printed) for "Seminars in Musculoskeletal Radiology" (Thieme)
- Young investigator research grants, Database of Research Interests
- Personal ESSR Account with access to Member's Directory which lists all members in all
countries and allows members to contact each other, etc. (MyUserArea)
- ESSR Diploma in musculoskeletal radiology
- Educational material in musculoskeletal radiology in the MyUserArea
- Membership certificate
- ESOR exchange programme for fellowships
Special Rates will be the following:
- 0-50 subscriptions: Membership rates will be € 68 per member/ € 34 per resident member
(15% Discount)
- 50+ subscriptions: Membership rates will be € 60 per member / € 30 per resident member
(25% Discount)
Resident members are radiologists in training under the age of 36 (incl 36) and have to be clearly
indicated as such in the members list.

Course of action:
National societies are asked to provide a list (template provided by ESSR) of their members
who wish to join the ESSR at the reduced subscription rate. They should not be asked to
provide information about all their members. Forwarding any member information to ESSR
requires the personal confirmation and willingness by the respective individual, which has to
be collected by the National Society.
ESSR includes all given individual National Society members in the ESSR membership
database.
The National Societies are kindly requested to collect the fees of the Individual Members and
pay the collective group member fee to ESSR in two payments per year after receipt of
invoice (February / December)
The termination of this cooperation needs to be done in writing 6 months in advance to a
new calendar year.
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